
TopLeaf is a browser-based standalone
application for creating, editing, and
managing TopLeaf stylesheets. TopLeaf
includes a web service component, a
stylesheet manager interface, and the tools
needed to build and maintain stylesheets.

Whether you are a single author or an
authoring team, TopLeaf can get your data
where it’s needed in a form that maximizes
its value. TopLeaf can transform any valid
XML into PDF, RTF, HTML, and eBook
formats. TopLeaf can be integrated within
any CMS, including RSuite® Standard and
RSuite® Enterprise, CCMS solutions from
Contiem.

TopLeaf delivers next generation XML
publishing using standards-based HTTP
protocols, providing access to TopLeaf’s
proven publishing functionality within both
on-premises and cloud-based
infrastructures.

Utilize Stylesheet Design Toolkit

Enable Looseleaf Publishing

Publish XML into Multiple Formats

Configurable to Authoring Tools

Next Generation XML Publishing
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Auto-generate indexes, tables of
contents, PDF bookmarks, cross-
references and hyperlinks. 

Create outputs from any XML
document instantly with out-of-the-
box stylesheets.

Integrate with XML and DITA editing
tools using plugins for XMetaL and
oXygen. 

Implement loose-leaf publishing with
versioning and differencing, release
packs, filing instructions, and a list of
effective pages. 

Quickly create complex output
formats using built-in stylesheet tools.

Contiem has a global user community
who work with our product development
team to improve our products. Our user
base plays a critical role in shaping the
way we upgrade and maintain our
products. 

All Contiem clients have access to our
help desk portal, Contiem Connect, for
product documentation and support.

TopLeaf's API interface integrates
easily with popular DITA and XML
authoring tools and is perfect in
automated environments, including
server-based integrated applications
based around content management
systems. 

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BENEFITS OF USING OUR
SOFTWARE & SOLUTIONS

Utilize CALS and HTML tables, automatic
footnotes, side notes, and floats. 

Incorporate Advanced Mathematical
equations and expressions described
with MathML.

TopLeaf creates accessible PDFs
for 508, WCAG, and European
Accessibility Act compliance.

Design and customize content with
stylesheet design tools.

Generate output documents on
demand utilizing saved stylesheets in
your repository.

www.contiem.com

Use automatic hyphenation for 30
European languages and more.

Produce SCORM 1.2-compliant output
format.

Output to versatile HTML5 format.
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